surgiForce surgiLine
the ultimate surgeon´s chair
surgEON´s & assistant´s stools for eye- & microsurgery

surgiForce

The ultimate surgeon´s chair for
microsurgery.

Armrests
- The individually adjustable armrests can be adjusted via
the foot switches and the one-hand release

Seating system
- Our unique dynamic seating system supports correct
sitting postures while protecting your back
- Seat height adjustment is also effected electronically,
via the foot switches

Chassis
- The cast-aluminum lightweight chassis featuring double
casters and a central brake provides maximum stability
and at the same time unlimited mobility
- Battery operation for power supply-independent use
- Foot control element for seat height and armrest height
adjustment; acoustic signal tone signaling the switch-over
from armrest height to seat height adjustment

The optionally adaptable foot
switch plate ensures the optimized
layout of your foot control elements
even during alternating uses,
thus obviating the need for timeconsuming repositioning maneuvers.

Optional:
surgiForce with Combi seat.

surgiTrend

Designed with preventive medicine in mind.

Armrests
- Rugged, 360-degree movable, and height-adjustable

Seat System
- Our unique dynamic seating system supports correct
sitting postures while protecting your back

Chassis
- 4 double casters
- 5th wheel for added resistance to tipping
- Central brake acting on 4 wheels
- Power supply-independent battery box with
integrated emergency shut-down switch
- Foot switch panel for moving the seat up & down

Optional:
Plate adapter storage module and
footswitch plate adapter.

Optional:
One-hand operated release
mechanism for direct and precise
adjustment in all directions.

surgiLine

The modern surgeon´s chair.

Armrests
- Rugged, 360-degree movable, and height-adjustable

Seat System
- Seat system evenly distributes your weight as you
make the slightest adjustment in position
- Anatomically formed, ergonomic backrest reduces
pressure on intervertebral discs and provides ideal
support for the lumbar spine.

Chassis
- 4 double casters
- Central brake acting on 4 wheels
- Power supply-independent battery box with
integrated emergency shut-down switch
- Foot switch panel for moving the seat up & down

Optional:
Adaptable foot switch plate ensures
the optimized layout of your foot
control elements

Optional:
One-hand operated release
mechanism for direct and precise
adjustment in all directions.

assistTrend

assistLine

The perfect assistan´s stool.

Versatile and space saving.

- High-grade, comfortable and easy-care
upholstery fabric to meet even the most
stringent hygiene requirements
- Comfortable height adjustment via foottriggered gas pressure spring
- Excellent movement characteristics thanks
to double casters and 5-arm, chromeplated aluminum chassis
- Reduces typical work-related health
problems: muscular tension in the neck
and lumbar areas

- Rugged safety chassis
-5
 -armed design with double casters for
extremely smooth movement
-P
 edestal made of die-cast aluminum, polished
-R
 otating and tilting anatomically correct saddle
seat – comfortable and individually adjustable
-M
 aximum comfort level for your assistants, to
prevent pain and fatigue while supporting the
blood circulation
-H
 igh-quality, comfortable and easy-care
upholstery to meet even the most stringent
demands and hygiene requirements
-H
 eight adjustment via manually triggered gas
pressure spring

Bring your OR to perfection.

eyeForce
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